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I'm a Frontend developer with 3+ years experience and an insatiable appetite for learning. 

My primary passion lies in converting design and ideas into intuitive, dynamic user interfaces with an exceptional user 
experience. As a well-organized problem solver, I relish any challenge that comes my way and strive to deliver top-
quality solutions that exceed expectations.

In addition, in the past I spent a decade of my life as a successful DJ and stand-up comedian,and then I decided to 
move into the field of development, where I fell in love with coding. Also I am a current supporter of FC Arsenal, 
London.

Having the experience of making a great career change after 30, I want to support other people in this journey. That’s 
why I started my blog. And this blogging has already made me a participant of IT conferences in my native country.
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In my previous career, I was an ex-
stand-up comedian, and outside of 
work, I am a big fan of football, 
particularly Arsenal FC, London. I 
have a passion for reading, having 
devoured over 400 books.
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E-mail: ulantursunbekdev@gmail.com
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Datarockets
Front end developer

 Convert user needs into code that can expand to meet the 
growing needs of the business, produce prototypes, and 
make sure they match the client's business requirements

 Develop new and reusable elements that are simple to 
integrate into a project based on a design system

 Create a website and user interface for a startup tech firm that 
offers web development services

 Incorporate third-party APIs such as Google Maps and 
implement features such as scrolling pagination

 Lead a team of three developers and take charge of the front-
end section of the application.
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Argenta
Front end developer

 Improved the performance of an application that utilizes 
maps and graphics for data visualization

 Extended the functionality of the application and optimized 
the code, resulting in more seamless operations and 
increased user engagement.
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Kovan
Front end developer

 Transformed the user interface (UI), user experience (UX), and 
overall design of an application, upgrading it from legacy 
code to single-page application (SPA) logic

 Conducted profiling, troubleshooting, and resolved software 
bugs to fine-tune the system's performance.
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Skillcrucial
Full stack developer

 Collaborated with a group of designers and programmers to 
design and develop sleek and responsive interfaces, 
delivering intuitive user experiences

 Created coding challenges and training sessions for students 
to enhance their coding skills

 Executed unit and end-to-end tests to identify any errors and 
enhance the loading speed of the application.

Telegram: @ruganga
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